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Abstract 

This review article, will explain about the ancient yogic manual which enhance physical and mental 

hygiene by yogic abstraction of senses (prtyahara) and Dharana (concentration) concern with immunity. 

Definitions may vary from yogic text, and psychology. Immunity is the strength of body to fight against 

the diseases. According to the world health organization (WHO), not mere absence of disease or 

infirmity is health, physical, mental, emotional, social and spiritual well being of human is health. 

Immunity is the capability of multi cellular organism to resist against the micro organism which is 

harmful. Immunity development means to remove morbidity of body and mind. Physical hygiene, most 

of us are aware about it, but mental hygiene is possible by yogic abstraction of senses (YAOS) and 

concentration. Gaining mastery over senses leads to concentration. With the focus mind, life becomes 

self discipline and improves immunity. 
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   Various studies had been conducted to see the effect of yoga on human body. But most forgotten limb 

of asthang yoga of Mahrshi Patanjali is pratyahra (YAOS) it has not been explore and used as 

frequently,according to requirement. The word pratyahara is Samskrit word consists of two words prati 

+ ahara .  prati means opposite and ahara means food,  not only which we eat, it includes  perception of 

senses that is sensorial input is also consider as food for brain. It is two dimensional processes. We have 

to withdraw senses from wrong association simultaneously associated with correct one it needs 

continuous practice means training the senses and creating conscious awareness. Thakur, D…at.el 

(2019) Regular practice of   YAOS removes scatter attention in any region and confine to limited area 

leads to concentration, focused mind is known as dharana or we can say defocused meditation.  It is  

focusing at a point of mind.  Here we will see detail of yoga first and then how pratyhara and dharana 

are helpful to develop immunity. Ramachandra Bhat,..at..el (2012) Yoga term is etymologically derived 

from the from the Smaskrit root ‘Yuj” it has various meaning mention below. 

Yuj - Samadhau – Integration- Integration of body mind and spirit. 

Yui – samyamane – Control-  Control of senses. 

Yujir  yoge – Joining, Joining of an individual self with the universal self. 

Mahrshi Patanjali first time gave systematical discipline of yoga to mange monkey mind. Yoga of   

Patanajli is based on Samkhya Philosophy. So he considers the meaning of yoga as yoge joining. 

Samkhyabelieves in separation of Purusha from Prakruti. Patanjali also consider seer p rinciple (drashta) 

to be separated from see principle (drushy).1 In Bhagwat gita also yoga is mention as separation. 

 

 

 

                                                             
1 Hath yogaprdeepika,  Gyan Shakar Sahya, (2016)  
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तंविद्याद्दु:खसंयोगवियोगंयोगसञ्ज्ञितम् |B.G.6-23 | 

That is separation of union of pain is called yoga.2 

    Hatha yogic text considers it as joining. Union of individual self with universal self is yoga; this is the 

highest goal of yoga. 

Samayoga yoga  ityukto jivatrma armatmanlh.3 (yoga vashisth). 

 Classification of yoga:  Raja yoga and Hatha yoga.  

Raja yoga has its roots in Vedas, it deals with mind and enhance its will power by various ways are 

mention  

in Bhgawat gita . 

Karma yoga is skill in action, doing with awareness and selfless service attitude. 

योग: कममसुकौशलम् ||B.G.2- 50| 

Fruit of action is not focused so it brings skill in action. 

Bhakti yoga is culturing emotions by devotion with total surrender to almighty. 

समतं्वयोगउच्यते ||B.G.2- 48| 

Balanced state of mind is yoga, bhakti yoga the best means for equanimity of mind.  

Jnan yoga is the path of knowledge. Jnan means illuminative wisdom through enquiry. Not only 

theoretical knowledge.  

                                                             
2 Bhgwat Gita Sadhak Sanjivani 
3Hath yogaprdeepika,  Gyan Shakar Sahya, (2016) 
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Hatha yoga is based on tantra. It deals with purification of body and simultaneously develops discipline. 

It is  

ladder for raja yoga. It consists of mantra yoga, laya yoga and tarka yoga. 

Laya yoga : This is known as the yoga of absorption, mind is absorbed in internal sound which is called 

Nada.. 

Apunarvasanotthannallayo visayvismruti. (HYP 4-34)4 

Non arousal of past experiences. Detachment with the objects of senses. 

Mantra yoga : Repetition of mantra is mantra yoga. Mantra is defined as manat tryate iti mantra. It 

works on the concept of sound, it has relationship with subtle energy centers in the body known as 

cakras 

Taraka yoga : Guru gives his power to his disciple and make his spiritual journey comfortable. Or we 

can say lighting a lamp by another lamp Its mention in Manu smiriti. and Patanjali yoga darshan. 

tārakaṁ sarvaviṣayaṁ sarvathāviṣayam akramaṁ ceti vivekajaṁ jñānam || Y.S. 3-54|5 

It very first time Mharshi Patanjali systematically presented yoga to manage scattered mind in the form 

of sutras, total 195, divided into four chapters.(pada). 

Content of yoga sutra (YS) by Patanajali 

S.No. Pada Name 

 

Number 

of sutras 

Type of sadhka Contained description  

1. Samadhi 51 Uttam 

Satav guna 

Abhyas,vairgya and various 

sadhna 

                                                             
4 Hath yogaprdeepika,  Gyan Shakar Sahya, (2016) 
5Avinashilingam Patanjali yoga sutra 
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Sutra (32-39) 

2. Sadhana 55 Madham 

Rajo gua 

Niyman 

Tamo guna 

Kriya yoga 

Asthang yoga 

3. Vibhti 55  Siddhis 

4, Kavilaya 34  Libration (kavialya)6 

 

 

Various types of practices are mention in our ancient scriptures for total libration, names may differ but  

purpose is same. Here we will think of prtyahara mention in various scriptures. 

Prtyahara (YAOS) in YS 

In sadhana pada he had given eight limbs of yoga for ordinary layman. By the practice of yama and 

niyama 

 making life discipline, asanas makes body steady, overcome duality of mind and pranyama practice 

remove ignorance. So human being is able to discriminate between right and wrong from here Prtyahara 

begins. It is connecting bridge between body and mind. These five limbs, all together is known as 

bahirang yoga and dharana, means concentration at a point with efforts is dharaana when it becomes 

effortless is dhyan then total absorption happens is samadhi All these three together is known as 

antarang yoga. Pratyahara is the connecting bridge between Antrang yoga and bahirang yoga. Practice of 

partyahara makes the mind focus, helps to gain mastery over senses.(Bagchi…at.el 2020) 

svaviṣayāsamprayoge cittasvarūpānukāra ivendriyāṇāṁ pratyāhāraḥ || YS 2- 54|| 

In the above sutra YOAS defined. Senses are mirror; they do imitation as it were by the senses of mind by  

With drawing themselves from their objects and rule them to direct towards right.    

                                                             
6 Patanjali yogaprdeep, Siyaram 
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tataḥ paramā vaśyatendriyāṇām || 55|| 

By regular practice one is able to gain mastery over senses. Hatha yoga text Gherand smhita, Gherand sage 

explained saptang to king Chandkapali he put pratyahara   before pranyama it is also 5th limb of yoga. In 

which how we will master senses he had explained. 

i. Practice of patyahara destroys all six enemies, desires, anger, lust, attachment, aversion and ego.  

ii. Whenever this scattered mind wonders by the objects of sight, bring it back to under control of 

self.  

iii. Whatever you listen respectful or insulting, pleasant or terrible, bring it back to under control of 

self.  

iv. Whatever you smell may be sweet perfume or stinking odor, bring it back to under control of 

self.  

v. Various kinds of taste such as sweet, sour, bitter, pungent, and astringent  whatever it may be 

mind get attracted towards it, bring it back to under control of self. 

In Bhgwat Gita while explaining the characteristic of stith prajna person Lord Krishna told Arjuna that 

when tortoise see some danger he takes his all limbs inside in the same way steady intellectual person 

direct his all senses inward. [B.G. 2-58]  

Yjanvklya had mention four various definitions of patyahara in Vashisth samita 

 Withdrawal of senses by nature with conscious efforts is pratyahara. 

 Realized person see expression of self everywhere is also consider as prtyahara 

 Obligatory duties are practiced without any support from external world is also.pratyahara. 

 Holding the prana at eighteen vital points after drawn from one point to another point is pratyahara. 

The physicians of devas (Ashwini) have mentioned that vital points of body are important for 

attainment of libration. 

Rudryamal tantra according to it when mind gets attached to sense objects it becomes          

difficult to resist it but unwillingly obey the withdrawal with strong will power is pratyahra. 
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Due to desires mind is always wondering, by the practice of pratyahara it get relaxed and quite. 

Yoga chudamani upnishad in it pryahara is compared with drowning sun. When sense of object are 

attracted towards their objects state of mind gets disturbed. 

References of YOAS  in various scriptures.  

S.No. Scripture name Reference 

1.  Yoga darshan (2/54&55) 

2.  Bhgwat Gita (2-58) 

3.  Gherand smahita (4/1-5) 

4.  YogaVashitha 

Smahita 

(3/58-610) 

5.  Rudrayanmal 

Tantra 

(2.27/28-30) 

6.  Yoga Chudamani 

Upnishad 

Mantra (120 & 

121) 

 

After study of YOAS in various scriptures, it is the best tool given to us to maintain mental hygiene of 

an 

 individual.  As an individual is smallest unit of society it contributes to society automatically.  

 Properly ruled senses without spoiling them and not forcing to run behind the senses develop dispassion 

so demolish various desires. Honey bee is the best example of prtyahara, it collects only nectar, leaving 

rest of things aside. We have to follow same principle to train our senses. Pampering of sense organs is 

drastically harmful to human as well as polluting the whole environment creates atmosphere to develop 

bacteria and virus as result we all are suffering today.At body level untrainedsense organs develop 

morbidity in body due which immunity level of body decrease. 
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Types of YOAS 

S.No. Type of  YOAS Meaning Practices Example 

1. Indriya YOAS Control of 

senses 

Meditative 

asanas and 

mudra 

Tortoise 

2 . Prana YOAS Control of 

Prana 

Pranayama Raman 

Mahrshi 

3. Mano YOAS Control of 

mind 

Yoganidra 

Tratak 

Lotus 

4. Karam YOAS Control of 

Actions 

Abyasa and 

viargya 

Sun 

 

 

 

Mahrshi Patanjali explained nine obstacles on the path of yoga here we will consider first one only that 

is disease. Root cause of disease lies in our habits of ahara.  Ahara means food, vihara (recreation) and 

vichara (thought) all these contribute to our healthy life style. Ahara are of three types physical, mental 

and mutul..(Bagchi…at.el 2020). 

Physical ahara 

It consists of food which we eat daily. This food is also further divided into three types according to 

bhagwat gita that is satvic, tamsic, and rjasic. 

Satvic food is fresh cook food, we must consume it within three hours.Food should be delicious which 

nourish body, vegetarian and balanced diet. At the same time of eating importance should be given to 

quantity and attitude while eating food. 

Rajsic food is too spicy, pungent, bitter, sour; salty in long run it will develop diseases. 

Tamsic food is stale, not well cook. 
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Even Svartmarama author of Hathyoga pradeepika explain about it. Food should be lubricant and freshly 

prepared. While consuming it one fourth part free of total capacity. It should be consumed for the 

pleasure of god. (HYP 1-58)7Gherand smhita also we get reference about it, he mention one third part 

should be free of total capacity.(G.S. 5-22)8 

Mental ahara 

It includes imaginations, thoughts, and emotions and subtle past impressions. It totally depend upon 

what we input through our senses so our scriptures emphasis on swadya (self introspection and study of 

scriptures), satsang (to be with inner self) but a layman assume media is the only source of recreation.. 

Mutual ahara : Unconditional love to all alike. 

Pratyahara strengthen mind’s power. We find that a healthy mind resists negative impulses around it, 

just like a healthy body resists toxin and pathogens from body. 

Dharana 

                                                             
7 Hathayogaprdipika, Gyanshakar sahay,Yogic heritage, Lonavala 
8 Gherand Smhita, Swami Nirjanad Sarswati, Munger. 
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